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Abstract 
This article develops the concept of “in-between” places in relation to the study of 
language, perceptions and memories within the broader mediation of cartography. We 
held an empirical qualitative study in the city of Lisbon, Portugal, where a group of 
participants (1) performed a web map-survey to identify the spatial dimensions of their 
sense of place, (2) had a joint discussion about the representations and memories 
associated with their chosen places, and, finally, (3) took a go-along walk to obtain a 
deeper definition and characterization of them. Results suggest that analog and digital 
maps generate different virtual images of space, while the navigational use of digital 
maps in particular generates multiple representations of the territory. The mediation 
of different narrations and the description of encounters within the Person-Place-
Process triad helped us to establish the importance of in-between places for a complete 
conceptualization of place. 
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Introduction 
Places are too often represented by cartographic technologies with excessive attention 
put on the Person-Place relation. We have therefore focused our work on studying 
how maps can further benefit from inquiry into the Process of place attachment. 
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Though Process has been scarcely studied (Lewicka, 2011), it has been taken up by 
Scannell and Gifford (2010), who proposed a model in which place attachment is 
organized in a Person–Process–Place (PPP) framework. Process refers to three main 
aspects of experience: Affect, Cognition and Behaviour. In the following, we use this 
framework to study daily life activities, noting that such activities unveil much of the 
meaning of places. Granted, it is known that daily activities are resistant to being 
represented by rational models, and indeed that 95% of our daily life behaviour is not 
allocated in our consciousness (Thrift et al., 2008). In this vein, we take a non-
representational approach because it focuses on the procedural and performative 
aspects of life, with the potential to develop a speculative topography from embodied 
emergent experiences (McCormack, 2003).  
 
As a conceptual departure for identifying spaces that emerge in embodied experience, 
we supplement our analysis with recent work from Downey et al. (2016), who 
emphasise the liminality of spaces, identified also as “in-between.” Borrowing from 
Eric Prieto’s version of the concept, they write that “in-between” spaces tend to run 
the risk of falling between categories, of being misunderstood, and of having their 
importance ignored. This is because:  
 
[Their] spatial (physical and/or conceptual) position implies both integration 
of and resistance to whatever is either side of or outside of the in-between. 
[…] One cannot occupy an in-between space or exist (in-)between two binary 
states without a resultant tension and/or mobility between both elements of 
the binary, which resist but also merge with the middle in-between (Downey 
et al., 2016: 3).  
 
Consequently, “in-between” spaces are at times difficult to define and describe, 
because the procedural attributes that those spaces present were key to our analysis.  
 
We carried out an experiment based on three different methods oriented to capture 
in-between spaces with a special focus on the PPP triad. The diversity of methods 
allowed us to link lived experiences and enacted memories in order to understand 
multiple and overlapping experiences of places. Furthermore, collaborative discussions 
and walking activities helped to redefine both individual and shared experiences of 
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place. By doing so, the notion of the “in-between” helped us to understand the 
complexity of place as constituted, shared and represented, resulting in the 
acknowledgement of a sense of place as simultaneously enacted, performed and re-
imagined.   
 
This article is structured in four parts. First, we briefly review previous work related to 
the definition of place and the mediation of maps. Second, we describe the experiment, 
and the suitability of the proposed methods to capture and analyse sense of place. Third, 
we describe our findings to provide an understanding of “in-between” places. Fourth, 
we discuss the role of new media and technologies for cultivating, enhancing and 
engaging new places.  
 
Understanding the definition of place 
Place and space are intrinsic and complex components of any city, and have been 
studied from diverse disciplines such as Human Geography (November et al., 2010), 
Environmental Psychology (Manzo, 2005; Gifford, 2014), and Sociology (Law, 2008). 
Urban spaces can be configured by different social groups or individuals according to 
their lifestyle, common places, intentions and choreographies, leading to a continuous 
multiplicity of publics (Sheller, 2004; Jenkins et al., 2016). Place can be defined as “a 
particular space which is covered with meanings and values by the users” (Najafi et al., 
2011: 187) and plays a significant role in human behaviour and mental health 
(McAndrew, 1993).  
 
Norberg-Schulz refers to the Genius Loci as “the concrete reality man has to face and 
come to terms with in his daily life” (Norberg-Schulz, 1980:5). Placelessness, or the 
lack of sense of place, can lead to frustration and lack of character or monotony 
(Lynch, 1960; Relph, 2016; Casey, 2001). “Non-place” was famously described by 
Marc Augé (1995) as a space that “cannot be defined as relational, or historical, or 
concerned with identity” (77). Additionally, Edward Relph argued that a paradoxical 
relation exists in which places cannot be permanently designated along the spectrum 
between “place” and “non-place,” but are rather enacted and relational with respect to 
these terms (Relph, 2016).  
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Our attachment to place is another important factor, as something that is often framed 
in emotional terms (Najafi et al., 2011). According to Gifford (2014), for example, 
place attachment can provide us with a sense of security, belongingness, continuity, 
and it also fosters restoration and facilitates the successful pursuit of one’s goals.  
 
A sense of place is psychological but also interactional and physical. It “influences 
attitudes and behaviour beyond itself” (Gifford, 2014: 562). As Najafi et al. (2011) 
point out, “sense of place as an emotional bonding between people and places is 
created after cognition” (189), which implies that there are social, cultural and personal 
motivations that exist both before and after our direct affection with it.  
 
Places and the in-between 
Lewicka (2011) found that there are only a few studies that correlate place attachment 
to the scale of a place, arguing that neighbourhood scale in particular is rarely related 
to place attachment. However, the notion of place has undoubtedly undergone many 
changes together with the transformation of cities. 
 
Duff’s (2010) distinction of “place” as “thick” or “thin” only further enriches our 
argument. While these concepts appear to resemble the distinction between places and 
non-places, the former pair is unique in that it takes affect as a point of departure. This 
means that the construction of place does not reside in the place itself but in the 
relational force between places and bodies. For Duff, thick places can be cultivated by 
local appropriations. Thickness relates the importance of intimacy to practices and 
encounters that occur in a place to determine the construction of meaning and 
belonging to that place, and thus leads to diverse affective atmospheres. Affective 
atmospheres capture the “emotional feel of place, as well as the store of action-
potential, the dispositions and agencies, potentially enactable in that place” (Duff, 
2010: 881). To put it another way, the concept of affective atmospheres helps to enact the 
cultivation of thick places, and to induce sensations in our body. Taking Norberg-
Schulz’s approach into consideration, affect emerges in the act of dwelling; it is what 
gathers people.  
 
 
Mediations of the map 
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Maps are never static, objective or simply utilitarian. They rather dictate how we see 
the world, and, as such, they are epistemological and ontological devices (Dodge et al., 
2009). A performative perspective on representations of the world would suggest that 
both the epistemological and ontological dimensions of the map are enacted 
simultaneously (Law, 2008: 13). Agnieszka Leszczynski (2015), for instance, suggests 
that space “is instead ontogenetic –- a material and social reality that is constantly 
brought into being through embodied socio-technical practices, such as enrolments 
and deployments of spatial media in the practices and spaces of the every-day” 
(Leszczynski, 2015:6). 
 
Bruno Latour (2011) observed that maps are not only mobile but also immutable, 
presentable, readable and combinable with one another. He writes that “mappings are 
rarely unfolded in isolation, but are embedded within wider discursive fields and forms 
of praxis” (Kitchin et. al., 2013:15). Consequently, as Gerlach (2014) points out, 
distinctions between ontology and epistemology disappear in the performativity of 
maps, because it is not that representations coincide with the territory, so much as it 
is the territory that fits onto the map (Paraskevopoulou et al., 2008).   
 
However, maps are also spatial stories (De Certeau, 1984) and the very process of 
generating, translating and distributing these stories, destroys the past context, 
including its relation to other parts of the story, in which the foundation was made and 
only the narrative remains. Stories thus “carry out a labour that constantly transforms 
places into spaces, or spaces into places” (De Certeau, 2002:75). The act in which the 
narrative is taking part transforms the map in a tool for legitimated coercion and 
coercive actions.  
 
The meanings of inscriptions are also created during the act of using them. Kenneth 
Liberman (2014b) argues that the interpretation of maps refers less to the act of 
reading them as it does to the way maps organize both knowledge and the senses, and 
therefore in how maps are made evident to those who are reading them. Recent works 
show similar results in the interaction mediated by digital and mobile maps (Laurier et 
al., 2016; Bouvin et al., 2006), with the understanding that walking is never “merely 
walking.” 
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Leszczynski (2015) considers spatial media, including digital maps, “as a basis from 
which to grapple with the socio-spatial effects and significance of these technological 
phenomena through opening up the possibilities for engaging them in terms of 
ontological conditions of mediation” (3). She therefore introduces the always-mediated 
reality and the necessity to discuss the articulation between the virtual and the physical 
in relative terms, and avoids treating them as divergent spaces. But in terms of 
emotions, feelings and affects, working with such liminality also entails working with 
that emergence (McCormack, 2003). Thus, the virtual is in the realm of potentiality. It 
is in this aspect that Gerlach (2014) introduces the idea of vernacular maps, in which 
legending is to consider affect, the virtual and the performative, and to introduce 
“reimaginations, affect, events and becomings” into the process (3).  
 
In this paper, we demonstrate a multi-layered approach to understand the emergence 
of in-between places, and argue that the relation between ontological, utilitarian and 
navigational definitions of place are mutually tied together in the use of maps.  
 
Description of the experiment 
The capital of Portugal, Lisbon, is currently occupied by a swarm of tourists, students 
and inhabitants, and draws a fascinating place to conduct our experiment. In 2012, 
Lisbon suffered an important administrative restructuring, moving from 53 to 24 
parishes. This adjustment led to a considerable transformation of Lisbon’s 
autonomous governments (freguesias) by changing their names, boundaries and political 
administrations. During the last two years, the city is also subject to a gentrification 
that is having a huge impact on its culture, economy and landscape. This conversion 
became another starting point for thinking about the sense of place of Lisbon’s 
inhabitants.  
 
We carried out an experiment to grasp the emergence of the in-between by using 
different methods. We recruited 10 students from our University and divided them 
into two groups regarding their availability for the meetings. The first group was 
composed of three females and one male, while the second group was composed of 
three females and three males. All of them were between 20 and 33 years old. The 
experiment was designed in three stages (Figure 1), with each being conducted with 
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different settings, as described below. Both groups accomplished the entire experiment 
successfully. 
 
 
Figure 1. Representation of the three stages. 
 
Online map-survey (stage 1) 
Participants were asked to fill in an online map-survey (Acedo et al., 2017a). The ad-
hoc survey was meant to understand and spatialize participants’ sense of place and 
social capital in the geographical region of Lisbon. Participants were asked to draw 
areas of interest regarding (A) the places they belong (i.e. where they fit in), and the 
relations that they have towards the geographical area, (B) the groups that they belong 
to, and the places where those relations between human collectives and interactions 
arise as fruits of trust, reciprocity and cooperation, and (C) the places where they are 
willing to participate in civic activities.  
 
Everyday mapping activities of citizens through platforms such as Google Maps and 
OpenStreetMaps answer the need to define a route or mark a location that is related 
with a geometrical perception of space rather than an individual perception of a 
singular place (Roche, 2016). Sui and Goodchild (2011) already noted that Geographic 
Information Systems (GIS) can be considered as media, since they allow to interact 
between virtual and physical territories. Nevertheless, it should be noted that “spatial 
media intrinsically do not conform to systems metaphors that underwrote myriad 
definitions of GIS” (Leszczynski, 2015: 3). The goal of this web map-based survey was 
to situate citizens’ significant places and to mark precisely where their meaningful 
relationships take place. By drawing these areas of interest and giving them a name, 
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the participants valued those places independently and, simultaneously, they reached a 
better understanding of urban spaces.  
Workshop (stage 2) 
After completing the online map-survey, we invited both groups to join and work with 
their feelings and emotions as triggers. The activity was set in a room with a shared 
map on top of a table, and a camera hanging from the ceiling to record the interactions 
and the use of the provided tools. Two of the authors took the role of facilitating the 
process in Stages 2 and 3, taking notes, providing guidance and taking part of the 
discussion. The duration was one hour, structured in five parts or phases: 
 
(Part A) We gave participants a sheet where they could list important, meaningful or 
significant places (see Duff, 2010) along with their feelings and emotions regarding 
each place. The proposed questions were: Which places do you recognize that are 
yours in the daily life? Which activities do you carry and take place there? What are the 
feelings that you have got when you think of such places? What is the intensity of those 
feelings? 
 
(Part B) After completing the list, they were asked to value them in the Affective 
Appraisal of Environment marker (Russell and Lanius, 1984). The affective appraisal 
theory assumes that people can judge the ability of a place to alter feelings, in that 
sense, the marker is a two-dimensional graph (pleasantness and arousal) that allows to 
categorize places. In our case, we wanted to use it, not to effectively judge the places, 
but as an exercise to promote deeper thinking about individual feelings related to a 
place, before explaining it to the group. 
 
(Part C) Next, each participant was asked to mention (one at a time) the places that 
he/she had in the list, locate it on the map, and explain to other participants why 
he/she selected that place, what intensities and emotions brought to him/her, and how 
these distinguished from other emotions. After doing so, participants were required to 
rank the place before continuing with the next on the list. This constituted the main 
part of the workshop activity since meaningful discussions appeared on it. 
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(Part D) After the main part, participants were required to think whether they wanted 
to share another place that was not on their list, and might be related to familial 
relations, social relations, or would even represent to some extent the city.  
(Part E) Finally, we asked participants if they wanted to change the ranking they have 
chosen for the places, if they wanted to change the appraisal of the place, and if they 
felt that they would change the geographical areas that they have marked in the Map-
Survey (stage 1). 
 
Go-along walk (stage 3) 
A go-along walk is an in-depth qualitative interview method that is useful “for 
exploring – and subsequently improving understanding of – people’s experiences of 
their local residential context” (Carpiano, 2009: 3). It facilitates the analysis of everyday 
practices in place, the relations with other agents, and to keep sensitive to the affective 
dimension of place-making activities (Duff, 2010).  
 
After selecting an arbitrary point of departure, some participants of each group 
performed a walking exercise. From each group, we selected three participants to be 
part of the activity, while two of them where the guides of the walking tour and the 
other one was who held an action camera with a head-mount. We asked participants 
to meet in a metro station as a point of departure, and the guides took the group to 
the places mentioned in the previous workshop session (stage 2). The main intention 
was to differentiate the places that they have pointed to in the map and how they relate 
them to vivid spaces, what comes up and how others relate their own experiences. 
Because we did not want to evaluate their map-reading skills, we did avoid the use of 
maps during the walking and let the guides choose the path to follow. 
 
The walking activity was oriented to understand the affective dimension, but also to 
understand how places pointed out in the previous stages are enacted, omitted, 
mentioned and re-created in practice. For that reason, our guidance and interventions 
were focused on remarking and inquiring the group about such places. As outputs, we 
got GPS tracking points and paths, field notes and video recordings, which were 
analysed after, in comparison with the other materials. 
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The multi-layer approach 
The experiment, which was made up of three different stages, led to a complex map 
of how places are built, and the virtualities and imaginaries that work between the 
qualitative, quantitative and performative methods.  
 
Figure 2. Layers to relate the three triads and methods helped to find In-between places. 
 
Figure 2 shows three scopes (columns) of analysis for each of the stages; layers of 
analysis are seen per each row. For example, the first scope contains the emotions, 
feelings and affects layers. The combination of layers within scopes allowed us to 
observe the phenomenon differently. For clarity in the explanation, the division 
between scopes and layers is not so rigid as it may appear, because, in practice, we 
might have used all layers for any of the stages. Nevertheless, we found that specific 
combinations of scopes-layers eased the development of certain stages and clarified 
the search for in-between places. In that sense, we used a holistic approach to detect 
the best combination given the following empirical analysis. Working as filters, each 
combination of scope-layer led us to reconstruct our findings to identify and determine 
in-between places. It was a relational exercise of using different means and strategies 
to develop our experimental activities, involving different layers of knowledge, states 
and skills. We suggest that in-between places can be unveiled working in the 
interweaving of what is represented and what is not. 
 
For the analysis, we transcribed the conversations from Stages 2 and 3 by using 
Jefferson’s transcription system (Jefferson, 2004). As Gene Lerner explained: 
 
Understanding turn-taking for conversation and other forms of talk-in-
interaction is key to understanding human conduct, because most actions 
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carried out through talking are shaped by the organization of that talk into 
speaking turns: it shapes how speakers compose their contributions, it 
shapes where they position those contributions in the ongoing interaction, 
and it shapes when they get to participate (Lerner, 2004: 4).  
We then analysed the video recordings by means of the noticing method (Laurier, 
2014). This allowed us to pay attention to gestures and negotiation of meaning, by 
repeating the recordings many times.  
 
We used cartography as a complementary tool and as an excuse to participants to talk 
about their places. To analyse them, we overlapped the data resulting from the Stages 
onto an ArcGIS map to explore them together to find correlations between what was 
said in the meetings with what was effectively marked. Besides, to make sense of the 
entire process, we reviewed the resulting material several times, reading it through 
different scopes and layers, searching for clues of in-between places. 
 
Findings 
During the experiment, we noticed that the knowledge of the territory and its relation 
to the cartography was different between participants. One of them was very keen on 
finding places, and helped others on this activity. He expressed his interest in the city 
and easily related the space to the map. But strolling around the city alone does not 
suffice to fully develop such skills. Other participants who stated they liked walking 
around had more difficulties to determine where the places were, and used the 
relational method explained above. As such, we argue that there are different types of 
spatial memories, which are also enacted by different types of mediations. 
 
In the following we use the three proposed scopes to analyse the results of the 
experiment to better understand how each method unveils different aspects of 
participants’ spatial memories. 
 
Ontological, mimetic and navigational results 
The mimetic representation of the territory is not directly mapped to how it is 
reproduced in our virtual images of space (November et al., 2010), losing the 
correlation between what we experience and what we can say about places. This was 
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obvious in the experiment when people tried to mark, describe and orient others in 
the workshop. Moreover, more than once in the exercise, the provided maps generated 
confusion regarding the place they wanted to show. This situation forced participants 
to abandon the map as a representation and describe the place by its physical 
characteristics, activities and personal feelings.  
Places are personal appropriations of spaces, and by sharing them to others, 
participants had to try to imagine what were the perceived characteristics of the place 
being shared. Having said that, when a participant shared a place, the starting point 
was always easily recognised by others, such a metro station, a shopping centre or a 
stadium. While the other participants recovered the virtual image of the place, the 
participant who was describing the place changed the description to focus on the place 
that he/she wanted to share. This misunderstanding or ambiguity is manifested in the 
following description where a participant mentions a station (Santa Apolonia) trying 
to orient others, but without success:  
 
“Ohh! Actually, I don’t know much about this place but I’ve been visited through 
outside the station. There is some traditional market as well the street market. And I 
found it very interesting. I used to do photography over there. And Santa Apolonia is 
also one of my favourite places to visit, because there is differentiation. I’m the kind of 
person who always loves to travel, so I can be anywhere.” 
 
The group, then, tried to recalibrate their thoughts to understand what the participant 
said, but not without producing moments of confusion during which some 
participants got lost: 
 
“That market was a kind of street market in the traditional way. I mean street harbour 
like this, they have the cars and there are in the gardens on the road side. They are 
having new products, second hand, maybe, or some traditional. And then sometimes you 
find some very good articles over there” 
 
There were moments of reflexivity when someone could name or generate a consensus 
about what people were talking about. In the following, “A” (one of the authors), tried 
to share with the group that he realized which place the participant was talking about. 
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However, the others took some time to catch it. We can notice that on the following 
transcription made in Jefferson’s system: 
 
A:  [So did nobody knows other name 
3:             [I- i- think:: 
         (0.1) 
2:    No, that is 
3:    [I don’t know the name 
A:              [Feria de ladra 
3:    Sorry? 
A:    Feria da ladra 
3: yes, that is 
2:   [Ah is that 
1:       [heh 
4:        [heh 
A:    I know and you don’t know (   ) 
2: Yes, feria de ladra  
3: You know eh- >what is the problem with< this eh: I have seen 
so many places here in Lisbon but I- I ( ) pronunciate the name 
and I never do to call them= 
A:             [yeah] 
3: =memorize em, but I just know brought ( ) the area: this is= 
4:                                                 [(h)m] 
3: =why I just interpretated: 
A:                        [Ok 
 
Additionally, we observed in the transcriptions that not only the perception and values 
of place were represented, but also the participant’s personality. Therefore, the 
ontological feature of maps is taken by each participant as he/she uses it to express 
his/her identity and vision, while others can access to that vision to understand the 
participant’s vision. 
 
Assistive or complement lectures 
Such recalibrations and stabilizations are common in group discussions. However, 
maps mediate in the process in different ways. In one of the groups, after looking for 
specific places in the analog map, because it lacked street labels and other references, 
participants were lost. We decided to use a complementary digital map based on the 
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OpenStreetMaps service, which was projected on the wall of the room. Then, 
participants tried to match the digital reference to the analog one. While it took time 
to find the right places, it was necessary an intermediary reference to localize the area 
in which the place was related to, and then, look for the specific place.  
 
Digital artefacts, media and information devices surrounding our daily life activities are 
interconnected both in terms of their functions and meanings creating physical and 
digital ecologies (Fuller, 2005; Jung et al., 2008). Platforms like Google Maps and OSM 
enable us to reimagine our location and to develop a relational perspective. They are 
publicly accessible mapping platforms that open new ways to locate information and 
wayfinding practices. For that reason, we forced participants to think outside their own 
practices of understanding the territory, making them amplify the scope of digital maps 
to solve their situation and to learn from it.  
 
For historical or touristic purposes, only relevant places are marked to quickly find 
them, but usually these maps lack other common references or places, like fast food 
chains, banks, or buildings that foreigners can easily recognize. Once a tourist gets lost, 
he/she then tries to match the references on the map with the place where she is, and 
the absence of common references may make the navigational task difficult (Ishikawa 
and Takahashi, 2013). In our case, the multiple references to metro stations, fast food 
chains and other commonly known places, helped to mediate the locations. By doing 
so, participants unveiled also activities that they used to practice in these places but 
were not included in the list of places of preference.  
 
The mediation of such places unveils in-between places, revealing a set of practices 
that are not conscious and, possibly hidden from the rationale of the group. This is 
where the intersection between the representational and non-representational is found 
useful. 
 
Place, people and process 
During the walking activity of the first group, one of the participants led the group to 
her special place. We found that she had difficulty to put a name and to give a concrete 
description of the place. For that reason, the participant complemented it by gestures 
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and specific descriptions, references and negotiations until the group realized what she 
was trying to communicate. 
 
 
Figure 3. Path followed in the walking activity with the first group. 
 
Because it was a common space for two of the participants, we decided to do the go-
along walk around Telherias station, the starting point of two of the mentioned places. 
When the participant started to guide us to the place, she explained that she found the 
place (Point C, in Figure 3) by chance, while she was heading to a meeting with her 
supervisor in the supermarket “Continente” (Point B). We reproduced that path to 
understand where and under which circumstances affects raised on that activity. The 
place that she found so special appeared in contrast between two crowded places, as 
an oasis, with the characteristics that she preferred (peaceful, relaxing).  
 
We found that during the workshop, she only could mention the metro station 
(Telherias) near the place, but since she could not describe it in more detail, she gave 
up on explaining more about that place. Neither could she point it on the map, she 
only realized where the place was when other participants named the station.  
 
“And going out of metro, it was a new place for me […] During my whole walk, I 
found it very pleasant. Very peaceful. Something positive. I mean, you are walking 
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towards the Continent from your metro station that there is a long walk. And I found 
it very peaceful and I was doing, I have a brainstorming during there so I have very 
positive thoughts. I found that. I mean, I’ve been going there after that two or three 
times, just for. Because of my thesis.” 
Edensor (2012) argued that affects are always anticipated, having a social, cultural and 
personal background. In this case, the participant’s intention to find a place that 
brought affect was clear. She prefers pleasant, quiet places, with natural elements, in 
which one can enjoy certain activities such as reading or studying. But the fact of 
sharing it with others turned to be a difficult task to accomplish. In the walking, she 
resorted some words such as magical place or by referring to fictional scenarios. The 
group accommodated their understanding of the meaning of what she was saying:  
 
“I know that the place is very common, but the ambience, the entrance is… and, I sit 
on that desk and... that entrance, that entrance. The green one. The entrance of… Like 
a fairy tale, Alice in the wonderland, or Scotland.” 
 
The participant also expressed the importance of repetition as an act of affirmation of 
her feelings: “It really makes me happy. I have been there. Eh, I’ve been coming here for more than 
three times. So, whenever I came here I use to sit here. At least for thirty or forty minutes.” She then 
reaffirms the feeling when explaining how it works, and in which situation she found 
it: “But it appears that, if I would sit here, the magic will remain there.”  
 
Regarding this last case, we understand that the activity of mapping is not just a 
construction of symbolic reference, but that it is activated in time. As Liberman put in 
words, “a map does not provide for those practices prior to an occasion—instead, it 
is the occasion that affords the map its coherency, a coherency not of ideas but of a 
collection of practices” (Liberman, 2014a: 47). But at the same time, the different 
activities allowed us to complete the virtual aspect of the place, only by the mediation 
of several cartographies, verbal descriptions, physical gestures, negotiation between 
participants and our own ideas, feelings and emotions. What grouped all those 
mediations together was the contagion of affects (Thrift et al., 2008), which made us 
react in such a way that we felt the importance of such place. It was that specific 
moment of being in the place, after a sequence of synchronous and asynchronous 
activities and choreographies that permitted us to arrive a moment of reflexivity and 
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understanding. We can argue that in-between places are special, hard to communicate 
and represent, but often necessitating and/or leading to unique moments of common 
understanding within a group. 
The process of reconstructing spatial memories 
Activity groups are embedded in a negotiation of meaning and personal exposure. In 
a Wittgensteinian view, given the lack of necessary landmarks and contextual clues in 
conversations, Liberman (2012) affirms that “the meaning of a word is naturally 
unstable over the course of a conversation” (263), and, for that reason, “meanings do 
not reside in people’s heads but in the world” (266). Participants in both groups re-
arranged their places to follow the conversation and the general meaning of the 
experiment. The importance of places, then, are entangled to the utterances of other 
participants. 
 
During the workshop, the first group spotted publicly known places that may be of 
interest to tourists, including sites of natural or cultural heritage. Because of that, 
organizers had to force the conversation to go to personal places. However, in the 
second group, because most of them knew each other before, they mentioned places 
that are common to most of them. In both cases, personal places came in the second 
or third attempt of describing places. Lewicka (2011), by comparing other studies, 
found that participants tend to prefer places by environmental features and 
characteristics of place than by social ones (family/friends). In their personal lists of 
places, we can corroborate Lewicka’s findings, given that at least half of the 
participants put the University and Arco do Cego (the main square where they used to 
meet) in the top of their lists. Nevertheless, comparing to the maps from stage 1, with 
the exception for one participant, none of those places where marked as important 
regarding social capital or place attachment. Here, places like Belem (the most popular 
touristic place of the city) just came up in the group activity. Consequently, in-between 
places are also mediated by popular images, common assumptions and knowledge. 
 
Feelings, emotions and affects 
Looking at the words used by participants to describe their emotions in relation to 
places, we found that many of them did not describe emotions but activities or 
relationships with these places. For example, in the second group, one participant 
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pointed to a square where he socializes with his friends and university colleagues; when 
we asked him for emotions, he only answered “hangout.” What we understood is that 
multiple emotions came up at the same time, making the explanation confusing. 
Therefore, there is not a single rational aspect, emotion or feeling pertinent to a place, 
but multiple and mixed as participants remember them. Considering that emotions are 
“constituted categories in relation to which the felt intensity of experience is 
articulated” (McCormack, 2003: 495), we realized that some are not yet stablished, but 
are becoming in the course of the discussion. 
 
In some cases, for representing what they feel about, participants decided to describe 
the place first, then what they used to do there, and why they liked it. Because of the 
difficulty to assign a word to emotions and feelings, a place is represented as a set of 
descriptions and gestures that altogether try to transmit the felt attunement (Edensor, 
2012). Besides, we perceived the unsuitability of some tools, such as digital and analog 
maps to describe some emotions. In the analysis of what they have drawn, we observed 
that, in a first instance, participants avoided these places in favour of more common 
places, and only after a prudent time, they were able to communicate more personal 
places that were not on the list.  
 
On the other hand, the places that were top-ranked sometimes fit with specific feelings 
or emotions. For example, one participant mentioned reiteratively pleasant and quiet 
places, as something that she was expected for her selected places, and in fact she 
thought it was a common expectation.  
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Figure 4. Appraisal Marker where the place in Chelas was changed by the participant. 
For the use of the Appraisal Marker most participants chose merely pleasant places, 
and very few thought of unpleasant places. More interestingly, we asked later if they 
wanted to move one marker to another position. Despite the fact that few participants 
made changes, one case was paradigmatic. The chosen place was the childhood house 
of one of the participants. Since the neighbourhood (Chelas) has a bad reputation, the 
discussion shifted from his description of individual concern to a more public debate 
regarding insecurity and other social consequences. Though it was the participant who 
mentioned the bad reputation of the neighbourhood, he probably did so with the 
intention to differentiate its public reputation of that space from his own experience 
and appreciation: “The area where my grandparents live was not problematic. It’s a fine place,” 
he confessed. Then, another participant (who knew him) commented on her feeling 
of safety: “Sometimes it can be a scary place but nothing bad happened to me there,” she said. As 
a second witness, she helped to build a stronger argument, saving his negotiation 
between a personal and a public definition of the place. Consequently, the first 
participant decided to move the marker to a more pleasant position (Figure 4), most 
probably because of the negotiation that took place.  
 
On the scale of places 
Participants of both groups recognized Parque das Nações as a public space, but it was 
referenced to different activities. The place is a parish that was built for a World Fair 
in 1998 with a series of venues, such as a shopping mall, a riverside, restaurants and a 
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concert hall. It is well-known for leisure activities, tourism and shopping. There is also 
a set of residential buildings that were built after the fair, and one of the participants 
lived there since her childhood.  
 
For her, the place has a different value than that of the rest of participants. Although 
the descriptions made during the walking were levelled down to a more historical 
narration, when we analysed the data we found that she has selected all the areas of 
the parish, while others only selected a specific sector of it. We can assume that she 
has more attachment to the entire parish area and knows many places that she can be 
related to, while others only referenced few places and, consequently, felt less attached 
to that place.  
 
Exercises through distinct means and tools required participants to point to places 
differently. In the first stage, we asked them to define areas of influence, regarding 
sense of place or attachment, while the tool also forced them to do so in a specific 
manner. In the second stage, we gave them symbols to represent places, which allowed 
participants to point to a specific place, and not an entire area. For example, inside 
Parque das Nações, people placed marks at different venues, while they selected the 
entire area when using the digital tool. In some cases, participants, by freehand 
drawing, also used the symbols to fit an entire area. Therefore, they adapted the given 
tools to fit their intentions, and defined the scale to which they wanted to show their 
space appropriation. Without the practical opportunity to work remotely, the 
appropriateness of analog tools fits much better into the level and scale of 
representation of places. 
 
Conclusion 
In this paper, we put in perspective the development of representational systems for 
communicating what people consider a place. With the adoption of digital platforms, 
the meaning of what a private or public space changed, as well as individual and group 
relationships with space (de Waal, 2014). Our relationship with the urban space is also 
changing due to the use of software enabled devices (Kitchin and Dodge, 2011). 
 
The notion of place, that has been discussed for decades is in constant transformation. 
As Duff pointed out, we should not try to force it and understand that levelled down 
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places are also opportunities to generate new personal, appropriated spaces. For that 
reason, we consider that, using new available technologies we can look at new ways of 
narrating and communicating those places. Thrift et al. (2008) said that new 
possibilities of visualizing maps by interactive means are an opportunity to also capture 
such changes on affect. And our call here was to critically face the use of media to 
represent what is harder to represent, rather than continuously to reproduce the same 
ambiguity between common spaces and places.  
 
None of these developments are thought to raise, share and contribute any personal 
value of space. As we saw in our exercises, in-between places are commonly unknown 
spaces, which are only shared between participants when enough confidence among 
them exists. Beyond any place that has been pointed during the activity, it remains to 
be understood why some places that participants have put on the list were not 
mentioned during the group discussion. Omitted and absent places are also significant. 
As Gerlach (2014) writes in connection with Gilles Deleuze’s manifold cartographies, 
it is in the multiple ‘and, and, and…’ (Gerlach, 2014) of descriptions, embodiments 
and processes that we can find these in-between places.  
 
Much more understanding is needed on how in-between places can be part of everyday 
life, and what the difficulty of capture and discuss its meaning implies for future 
technological developments. In this paper, we have examined spatial mediation and 
spatial memories as part of the constitution of places, as a collective knowledge, and 
that this may help to delineate new methods to create, share and capture them with or 
without digital artefacts. 
 
Given the proposed framework in Figure 2, we account that some methods were more 
suitable regarding specific layers. For example, the go-along walk provoked circulation 
of affect and, at the same time, the focus on the Process for the constitution of 
meaning. The workshop helped us to discuss emotions, while the circulation of affect 
was also spotted in the discussion. However, the use of the map as navigational device 
offered a focus on Places and Process. We encourage ourselves to continue researching 
on relating scopes and layers in further experiments. However, a situated reflexivity on 
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the discussions and mediations is hard to reproduce. Therefore, we expect that more 
studies will focus on the Process of creating places and the mediation of cartography. 
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